
London Police Investigating Tweet Exhorting
Men to Stand Up to the Government’s Forced
Immigration Policy

written by GEG | May 23, 2017

In the aftermath of the Manchester suicide bombing, London police have opened an
investigation into a Tweet from a journalist with the Daily Mail who exhorted Western
men to stand up against immigration of people who are hostile to European culture.

CNN Reporter Suggests Manchester Terror
Attack Was a Right-Wing False Flag Operation
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Manchester, England: CNN reported that a terrorist bombing that killed 22 and injured 50
could have been a ‘right-wing, false-flag’ attack. Now police have named Salman Abedi as
the key suspect in the attack.

Syria: ISIS Group Changes Its Name so It Can
Be Removed from US and Canadian Terror Lists
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Reporter David Knight updates the ongoing saga of US support for ISIS: The US attacks
Syria, which is fighting ISIS and it gives ISIS arms, weapons and training. The US plans
to sell $110-billion in weapons to Saudi Arabia so it can attack Syria.
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Australian Government Will Tax Parents Who
Reject Vaccines for Their Children $10.50
PER WEEK as a Penalty
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Australia: A weekly $10.50 charge will be withheld from parents’ family tax benefit
payments if they reject vaccinations for their children. The penalty is expected to
extract millions. Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s “No Jab, No Play” policy prohibits
kids who haven’t been vaccinated from going to preschool.

Tens of Thousands Rally in Milan for Open
Borders. 1.3 Million Did Not.
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Milan, Italy: Tens of thousands filled the streets to march in favor of immigration and
open borders. A rally of this magnitude does not happen spontaneously. It requires
sponsors, organizers, banner makers, buses, a planning committee, and massive funding –
none of which is mentioned in this article. Remember that 1.3 million residents of Milan
stayed home.

An IT Company Working for Hillary Clinton
Was The Sole Source for Allegations of Trump
– Russia Collusion
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Michael Scheuer is a former CIA intelligence officer who currently is a professor at
Georgetown University. Scheuer says that the allegation of Trump’s collusion with Russia
is based entirely on the word of CrowdStrike, a private IT company that was used by
Hillary Clinton during her campaign against Trump.

An Illegal Alien, Hired as a Community
Organizer, Was Arrested in Connecticut for
Vandalism
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Police at the University of Connecticut arrested Eric Cruz-Lopez on 103 counts of
criminal mischief for scrawling anti-Trump graffiti on campus. He is an illegal alien
employed as an organizer by CT Students for a Dream, which advocates lower tuition for
illegal aliens.


